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QUESTION 1
Service A provides a data access capability that can be used by a variety of service consumers. The database records
accessed by Service A are classified as either private or public. There are two types of service consumers that use
Service A: Service consumers with public access permissions (allowed to access only public data records) and service
consumers with private access permissions (allowed to access all data records). For performance reasons the Service
A architecture uses a single database, named Database A. Each record in Database A is classified as either private or
public. After Service A is invoked by a service consumer (1), it authenticates the request message using an identity
store and retrieves the corresponding authorization (2, 3). Once authorized, the service consumer\\'s request is
submitted to Database A (4), which then returns the requested data (5) If the service consumer has private access
permissions, all of the returned data is included in Service A\\'s response message (6). If the service consumer has
public access permissions, then Service A first filters the data in order to remove all unauthorized private data records
before sending to the response message to the service consumer (6).

In addition to retrieving data, Service A\\'s data access capability can be used to update database records. An
investigation recently revealed an information leakage problem that can occur when service consumers with public
access permissions attempt to update the ID value of a database record The ID values of all database records (private
or public) must be unique. When a service consumer with public access permissions updates a public database record
with an ID value that is already assigned to a private database record, the database returns an error message
describing this conflict. This error text reveals confidential information by stating that the ID value submitted by the
service consumer with public access permissions already exists within a private database record. What steps can be
taken to avoid this problem while preserving the requirement that all database records (private and public) have unique
ID values?
A. The Exception Shielding pattern is applied to replace the error description text before a response message is
returned to the service consumer. Furthermore, the ID value of all database records is appended with a code indicating
whether the database record is private or public
B. The database rules are changed so that the ID value of database records no longer needs to be unique. As a further
precaution, the Service A logic is changed to disallow the update of private database records by service consumers with
only public access permissions.
C. The service consumer\\'s request message containing the ID value can be encrypted by inserting the private key of
the service consumer into the data. Because all service consumers have different private keys, this approach will lead to
different encrypted values, even if the plain text ID values are the same. As a result, two data items with the same
encrypted unique identifier cannot exist.
D. When Service A detects that a service consumer with public access permissions has submitted an ID value that
already exists within a private database record, it stores the service consumer\\'s ID value in a temporary database and
returns a response message indicating that the update was successful. A notification message is then sent to a human
database administrator who manually contacts the owner of the service consumer in order to explain that the ID value
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submitted cannot be accepted because it already exists within a private database record.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 2
Service Consumer A sends a request message to Service A (1) after which Service A retrieves financial data from
Database A (2). Service A then sends a request message with the retrieved data to Service B (3). Service B exchanges
messages with Service C (4) and Service D (5), which perform a series of calculations on the data and return the results
to Service A. Service A uses these results to update Database A (7) and finally sends a response message to Service
Consumer A (8). Component B has direct, independent access to Database A and is fully trusted by Database A. Both
Component B and Database A reside within Organization A. Service Consumer A and Services A, B, C, and D are
external to the organizational boundary of Organization A.

Service A has recently experienced an increase in the number of requests from Service Consumer A. However, the
owner of Service Consumer A has denied that Service Consumer A actually sent these requests. Upon further
investigation it was determined that several of these disclaimed requests resulted in a strange behavior in Database A,
including the retrieval of confidential data. The database product used for Database A has no feature that enables
authentication of consumers. Furthermore, the external service composition (Services A, B, C, D) must continue to
operate at a high level of runtime performance.How can this architecture be improved to avoid unauthenticated access
to Database A while minimizing the performance impact on the external service composition?
A. Service Consumer A generates a pair of private/public keys (Public Key E and Private KeyD) and sends the public
key toService A. Service A can use this key to send confidential messages to Service Consumer A because messages
encrypted by the public key of Service Consumer Acan only be decrypted by Service A The Data Origin Authentication
pattern can be further applied so that Service A can authenticate Service Consumer A by verifying the digital signature
on request messages. The Message Screening pattern is applied to a utility service that encapsulates Database A in
order to prevent harmful input.
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B. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied so that each service consumer generates a pair of private/public keys
and sends the public key to Service A. When any service in the external service composition (Services A, B, C, and D)
sends a request message to another service, the request message is signed with the private key of the requesting
service (the service acting as the service consumer). The service then authenticates the request using the already
established public key of the service consumer. If authentication is successful, the service generates a symmetric
session key and uses the public key of the service consumer to securely send the session key back to the service
consumer. All further communication is protected by symmetric key encryption. Because all service consumers are
authenticated, all external access to Database A is secured.
C. A utility service is established to encapsulate Database A and to carry out the authentication of all access to the
database by Service A and any other service consumers. To further support this functionality within the utility service, an
identity store is introduced. This identity store is also used by Service A which is upgraded with its own authentication
logic to avoid access by malicious service consumers pretending to be legitimate service consumers. In order to avoid
redundant authentication by services within the external service composition, Service A creates a signed SAML
assertion that contains the service consumer\\'s authentication and authorization information. D. Implement a firewall
between Service Consumer A and Service A. All access to Service A is then controlled by the firewall rules. The firewall
contains embedded logic that authenticates request messages and then forwards permitted
messages to Service A.
Moreover, the firewall can implement the Message Screening pattern so that each incoming message is screened for
malicious content. This solution minimizes the security processing performed by Service A in order to maintain the
performance requirements of the external service composition.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 3
Services A, B and C belong to Service Inventory A. Services D, E and F belong to Service Inventory B. Service C acts
as an authentication broker for Service Inventory A. Service F acts as an authentication broker for Service Inventory B.
Both of the authentication brokers use Kerberos- based authentication technologies. Upon receiving a request message
from a service consumer, Services C and F authenticate the request using a local identity store and then use a separate
Ticket Granting Service (not shown) to issue the Kerberos ticket to the service consumer.
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A recent security audit of the two service inventories revealed that both authentication brokers have been victims of
attacks. In Service Inventory A, the attacker has been intercepting and modifying the credential information sent by
Service C (the ticket requester) to the Ticket Granting Service. As a result, the requests have been invalidated and
incorrectly rejected by the Ticket Granting Service. In Service Inventory B, the attacker has been obtaining service
consumer credentials and has used them to request and receive valid tickets from the Ticket Granting Service. The
attacker has then used these tickets to enable malicious service consumers to gain access to other services within the
service inventory. How can the two service inventory security architectures be improved in order to counter these
attacks?
A. The Data Confidentiality pattern can be applied to messages exchanged by the services in Service Inventory A. The
Data Origin Authentication pattern can be applied to messages exchanged by services in Service Inventory B.
B. The Service Perimeter Guard pattern can be applied to Service Inventory A in order to establish a perimeter service
responsible for validating and filtering all incoming request messages on behalf of Service C. The Data Origin
Authentication pattern can be applied to messages exchanged by services in Service Inventory B. This will ensure the
integrity of messages by verifying their origins to the message recipients.
C. WS-SecureConversation can be used to secure the communication between the authentication broker and service
consumers in Service Inventory A. This ensures that Services A and B will contact Service C to request a security
context token that will be used to generates a session key for the encryption of the ticket submitted to Service C.The
Data Origin Authentication pattern can be applied to messages exchanged by services in Service Inventory B. This will
ensure the integrity of messages try verifying their origins to the message recipients.
D. WS-Trust can be used to establish secure communication between the authentication broker and the service
consumers. After receiving the request message and the corresponding credentials from service consumers, the
authentication broker can validate their identity, and if successful, a signed SAML assertion containing all authentication
information will be issued. The SAML assertion will then be used to authenticate the service consumers during
subsequent communications. Because the messages are signed and encrypted, malicious service consumers cannot
access the data. This approach can be applied to counter the threats in both Service Inventories A and B.
Correct Answer: A
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QUESTION 4
Service Consumer A submits a request message with security credentials to Service A (1). The identity store that
Service A needs to use in order to authenticate the security credentials can only be accessed via a legacy system that
resides in a different service inventory. Therefore, to authenticate Service Consumer A, Service A must first forward the
security credentials to the legacy system (2). The legacy system then returns the requested identity to Service A (3).
Service A authenticates Service Consumer A against the identity received from the legacy system. If the authentication
is successful, Service A retrieves the requested data from Database A (4), and returns the data in a response message
sent back to Service Consumer A (5).
Service A belongs to Service Inventory A which further belongs to Security Domain A and the legacy system belongs to
Service Inventory B which further belongs to Security Domain B. (The legacy system is encapsulated by other services
within Service Inventory B, which are not shown in the diagram.) These two security domains trust each other.
Communication between Service A and the legacy system is kept confidential using transport-layer security.

No intermediary service agents currently exist between the two service inventories. However, it has been announced
that due to the introduction of new systems, some intermediary service agents may be implemented in the near future.
Additionally, the legacy system has been scheduled for retirement and will be replaced by a new identity management
system that will provide a new identity store. Because the new identity store will need to serve many different systems,
there are concerns that it could become a performance bottleneck. As a result, services (including Service A and other
services in Security Domains A and B) will not be allowed to directly access the new identity store. Which of the
following statements describes a solution that can accommodate the requirements of the new identity store, the
authentication requirements of Service A, and can further ensure that message exchanges between Security Domains A
and B remain confidential after intermediary service agents are introduced?
A. Apply the Trusted Subsystem pattern to implement a utility service abstracting the new identity management system.
Service A forwards Service Consumer As credentials to the utility service to verify Service Consumer As identity. The
utility service authenticates the request originating from Service A. After successful authentication, the utility service
uses its own credentials to retrieve the requested identity, and then send the identity to Service A,Therefore, effectively
reducing the processing need of the identity management system. The current transport-layer security can still be used,
in order to secure the communication between Service A and the new utility service, as it more efficient than the
message-layer security.
B. Apply the Trusted Subsystem pattern by abstracting away the new identity management system using a utility service
that authenticates the request from Service A and then uses its own credentials to retrieve the requested identity from
the new identity management system. For the utility service to authenticate Service As request, it needs to be
provisioned with a new identity database that contains identities for all authorized service consumers of the new utility
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service. In order to secure the communication between Service A and the new utility service, use message- layer
security as it provides security over multiple hops considering the need to secure the message in case an intermediary
is introduced in future.
C. Replicate the identity database used by the new identity management system. Because the Security Domains A and
B trust each other, protection of the identity store is guaranteed. Use Service Agents to monitor changes to the identity
database used by the new identity management system and to update the replica. This would satisfy the security needs
of Service A, would eliminate the need to request services from Service Inventory B, and ensure that current identity
information is available for Service A. Because Service A would not need to access services across different trust
domains, the current transport- layer security is sufficient.
D. Apply the Brokered Authentication pattern to establish an authentication broker. Instead of Service A directly
authenticatingService Consumer A, Service Consumer A submits a request message with security credentials to the
authentication broker, which authenticates Service Consumer A against the new identity store and then issues a SAML
token to Service Consumer A that it can use for message exchanges with other services, if necessary. In order to
secure cross- service inventory message exchanges, the Data Confidentiality pattern is applied to establish messagelayer security.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 5
Service Consumer A sends a request message with a Username token to Service A (1). Service B authenticates the
request by verifying the security credentials from the Username token with a shared identity store (2). To process
Service Consumer A\\'s request message, Service A must use Services B, C, and D. Each of these three services also
requires the Username token (3. 6, 9) in order to authenticate Service Consumer A by using the same shared identity
store (4, 7, 10). Upon each successful authentication, each of the three services (B, C, and D) issues a response
message back to Service A (5, 8, 11). Upon receiving and processing the data in all three response messages, Service
A sends its own response message to Service Consumer A (12).

You are asked to redesign this service composition architecture so that it can still carry out the described message
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exchanges while requiring that Service Consumer A only be authenticated once using the identity store. Which of the
following statements describes an accurate solution?
A. A single sign-on mechanism is implemented. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied, resulting in Service A
becoming the authentication broker. The authentication broker authenticates the security credentials received from
Service Consumer A against the identity store. After successful authentication, the authentication broker issues a signed
SAML token for Service Consumer A. The SAML token is subsequently provided to Services B.C. and D by Service A,
on behalf of Service Consumer A.
B. A single sign-on mechanism is implemented. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied together with the Data
OriginAuthentication pattern. A separate authentication broker utility service is added in between Service Consumer A
and Service A. This requires that Service A send its Username token only once to Service B. Service B then acts as a
secondary authentication broker and authenticates Service Consumer A and Service A using the identity store. If the
authentication is successful,Service B generates a shared secret key to be used as a session key during communication
with Services C and
C. Because the session key is only known by these services, it can be used authenticates the services to each other.
D. A single sign-on mechanism is implemented. The Brokered Authentication pattern is applied together with the Data
Origin Authentication pattern. Service A is redesigned to use holder-of-key based subject confirmation SAML assertions.
This way, Service A only needs to send its Username token once to Service B. Service B then acts as the authentication
broker by issuing a SAML token to Service A and then further sends the SAML token to Services C and D on behalf of
Service Consumer A and Service A. Service B signs the SAML assertion in order to ensure its authenticity and integrity
during message exchanges with Services C and D.
E. The Direct Authentication pattern is applied together with an authentication process that uses digital certificates and
digital signatures instead of Username tokens. The digital certificate of Service Consumer A is attached to all
subsequent request messages issued by Services A, B, C and D and these request messages are further signed by a
private key.
Correct Answer: A
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